K. N. CROWDER’S C-810 ZERO CLEARANCE HANGER PERMITS A MINIMAL GAP BETWEEN DOOR AND UNDERSIDE OF TRACK OF 3/16”!

HANGER CARRIAGE ASSEMBLY IS MACHINED STEEL THUS ALLOWING THE LOAD CAPACITY OF HEAVY DOORS UP TO 300LBS!

NEW!
CYCLE TESTED PRECISION BALL BEARINGS.
SMOOTH AND SILENT SLIDING DOORS!

PARTS LIST (FOR ONE C-810 HANGER)
AS SHIPPED PER ONE BOX:
ONE COMPLETE
HANGER ASSEMBLY (1)

C-810 HANGER INDIVIDUAL PARTS:

C-811 "U"-HOUSING (1)
C-812 "H"-BAR (1)
C-813 HANGER BODY (1)
C-815 END CAP (1)
C-814 HANGER STUD (1)
C-816 SAFETY LOCK BOLT (1)
C-817 END CAP BOLT (1)
C-818 ADJUSTMENT WRENCH (1 PER 2 HANGERS)
C-819 5/32" ALLEN KEY (1 PER 2 HANGERS)

#10 X 1-3/4" FLATHEAD SCREWS (5)

EXTRUDED ALUMINUM TRACK

C-104
C-108

C-110 FASCIA
FOR C-108 TRACK ONLY.

C-913 GUIDE
C-914 GUIDE CHANNEL
C-102HD FLOOR STOP
C-100HD IN-TRACK STOP
C-35 DOOR LOCK
C-35L DOOR LOCK
C-914 GUIDE CHANNEL
C-913 GUIDE
C-90B FLUSH PULL
C-90L DOOR LOCK
C-914 GUIDE CHANNEL
C-913 GUIDE
C-90B FLUSH PULL
C-90L DOOR LOCK
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STEP 1
Determine door size/height based on dimensions shown in detail views and clearance required below door.

STEP 2
Cut aluminum track (C-104 or C-108) to correct size if required. Track length should be equal to finished opening size less 1/8”.

STEP 3
Disassemble complete C-810 hanger by removing C-817 end cap bolt, C-815 end cap. Unscrew the C-816 safety lock bolt but do not remove. Slide the C-812 ‘H’-bar out of the C-811 ‘U’-housing. Ensure the C-814 hanger stud does not protrude above top of C-813 hanger body.

STEP 4
Place assemblies from step 3 (C-812 ‘H’-bar, C-813 hanger, C-814 hanger stud, and C-816 safety lock bolt) into track and secure track to structure.

STEP 5
Prepare door to receive C-811 ‘U’-housing flush with door top. Slot must be 10” [254 mm] long, 1-1/8” [28.6 mm] wide, and 1-3/8” [34.9 mm] deep. See illustration for more details.

STEP 6
Place C-811 ‘U’-housing into slot created in step 5 with pin towards centre of door. Housing should be set 1/8” from edge of door in order to accommodate end cap. See illustration in step 11. Secure to door with #10 x 1-3/4” flathead screws (5). Repeat for opposite end of door.

STEP 7
Prepare door for installation of optional products such as guide channels, cup pulls, locks, etc., as required. Individual instructions are provided with the respective product.

STEP 8
Raise the door into position and slide C-812 ‘H’-bar into C-811 ‘U’-housing. Note: threaded end hole must face outward. The square base of the C-814 hanger stud must be aligned with the lower guide channel slot of the C-811 ‘U’-housing. The purpose of this square base is to prevent rotation of the bolt therefore securing the height adjustment. Repeat step for opposite end of door.

STEP 9
To adjust door height and plumb slide C-812 ‘H’-bar out of C-811 ‘U’-housing and adjust C-814 hanger stud with C-818 adjustment wrench. Repeat until required height and plumb is achieved.

STEP 10
Once adjustments have been finalized, secure C-816 safety lock bolt with C-818 adjustment wrench. Note: this custom bolt has been manufactured to engage a pre-drilled position in the C-811 ‘U’-housing in order to prevent accidental disengagement.

STEP 11
Prepare door to receive C-811 ‘U’-housing flush with door top. Slot must be 10” [254 mm] long, 1-1/8” [28.6 mm] wide, and 1-3/8” [34.9 mm] deep. See illustration for more details.

To raise the door into position and slide C-812 ‘H’-bar into C-811 ‘U’-housing. Note: threaded end hole must face outward.

The square base of the C-814 hanger stud must be aligned with the lower guide channel slot of the C-811 ‘U’-housing. The purpose of this square base is to prevent rotation of the bolt therefore securing the height adjustment. Repeat step for opposite end of door.

To adjust door height and plumb slide C-812 ‘H’-bar out of C-811 ‘U’-housing and adjust C-814 hanger stud with C-818 adjustment wrench. Repeat until required height and plumb is achieved.

Once adjustments have been finalized, secure C-816 safety lock bolt with C-818 adjustment wrench.
**STEP 1**

Determine door size/header height based on dimensions shown in detail views and clearance required below door.

**STEP 2**

Cut aluminum track (C-104 or C-106) to correct size if required. Track length should be equal to finished opening size less 1/8".

**STEP 3**

Disassemble complete C-810 hanger by removing C-817 end cap bolt. Unscrew the C-816 safety lock bolt but do not remove. Slide the C-812 Y-bar out of the C-811 U-housing. Ensure the C-814 hanger stud does not protrude above top of C-813 hanger body.

**STEP 4**

Place 2 assemblies from step 3 (C-812 Y-bar, C-813 hanger, C-814 hanger stud, and C-816 safety lock bolt) into track and secure to structure.

**STEP 5**

Prepare door to receive C-811 U-housing flush with door top. Slot must be 10" [254 mm] long, 1-1/8" [28.6 mm] wide, and 1-3/8" [34.9 mm] deep. See illustration for more details.

**STEP 6**

Place C-811 U-housing into slot created in step 5 with pin towards centre of door. Housing should be set 1/8" from edge of door in order to accommodate end cap. See illustration in step 11. Secure to door with #10 x 1-3/4" flathead screws (5). Repeat for opposite end of door.

**STEP 7**

Prepare door for installation of optional products such as guide channels, cup pulls, locks, etc., as required. Individual instructions are provided with the respective product.

**STEP 8**

Raise the door into position and slide C-812 Y-bar into C-811 U-housing. Note: Threaded end hole must face outward. The square base of the C-814 hanger stud must be aligned with the lower guide channel slot of the C-811 U-housing. The purpose of this square base is to prevent rotation of the bolt thereby securing the height adjustment. Repeat step for opposite end of door.

**STEP 9**

To adjust door height and plumb slide C-812 Y-bar out of C-811 U-housing and adjust C-814 hanger stud with C-818 adjustment wrench. Repeat until required height and plumb is achieved.

**STEP 10**

Once adjustments have been finalized, secure C-816 safety lock bolt with C-818 adjustment wrench. Note: Custom bolt has been manufactured to engage a pre-drilled position in the C-811 U-housing in order to prevent accidental disengagement.

**STEP 11**

Place C-815 end cap in place with the lower pin engaging the hole in the bottom of the C-811 U-housing. Secure end cap in place with C-817 end cap bolt by using C-819 Allen key.
**C-810 ZERO CLEARANCE HANGER**

K. N. CROWDER'S C-810 ZERO CLEARANCE HANGER PERMITS A MINIMAL GAP BETWEEN DOOR AND UNDERSIDE OF TRACK OF 3/16"!

HANGER CARRIAGE ASSEMBLY IS MACHINED STEEL THUS ALLOWING THE LOAD CAPACITY OF HEAVY DOORS UP TO 300LBS!

NEW! CYCLE TESTED PRECISION BALL BEARINGS. SMOOTH AND SILENT SLIDING DOORS!

**PARTS LIST** (FOR ONE C-810 HANGER)

**AS SHIPPED PER ONE BOX:**

- ONE COMPLETE HANGER ASSEMBLY (1)

**EXTRUDED ALUMINUM TRACK**

- C-104
- C-106

**C-810 HANGER INDIVIDUAL PARTS:**

- C-811 "U" HOUSING (1)
- C-812 "H" BAR (1)
- C-813 HANGER BODY (1)
- C-815 END CAP (1)

**MISSING PARTS:**

- C-814 HANGER STUD (1)
- C-816 SAFETY LOCK BOLT (1)
- C-817 END CAP BOLT (1)
- C-914 GUIDE CHANNEL
- C-102 HD FLOOR STOP
- C-100 HD IN-TRACK STOP
- C-35 DOOR LOCK
- C-818 ADJUSTMENT WRENCH (1 PER 2 HANGERS)
- C-815 5/32" ALLEN KEY (1 PER 2 HANGERS)
- #10 X 1 3/4" FLATHEADED SCREWS (5)

**OPTIONAL PRODUCTS**

- C-913 GUIDE
- C-110 FASCIA FOR C-108 TRACK ONLY
- C-908 FLUSH PULL
- C-909 DOOR LOCK
- C-911 "U" HOUSING (1)
- C-812 "H" BAR (1)
- C-813 HANGER BODY (1)
- C-815 END CAP (1)

**K.N. CROWDER MFG. INC.**
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WEBSITE: www.kncrowder.com — E-MAIL: customerservice@kncrowder.com

SEE MORE @ KNCROWDER.COM